
See the full Touring Coach ad campaign case study here.

FACEBOOK PAID ADVERTISING OPTIMIZATION
CASE STUDY
How analyzing data and optimizing a paid Facebook lead gen campaign made a 
successful product promotion even better.

CLIENT
Airstream, manufacturer of the iconic "silver bullet" travel trailer, is the longest-tenured 
recreational vehicle manufacturer in North America. Following founder Wally Byam's credo, "Let's 
not make changes, let's make only improvements," Airstream has remained a timeless classic.

SITUATION
With the help of Element Three, Airstream was already running successful paid mobile Facebook 
Canvas Ads that consistently generated sales qualified leads at an attractive ROI. Seeing the success 
of these ads, Element Three predicted they could improve results even further by strategically 
optimizing Airstream’s Touring Coach product campaign and opening up targeting tactics to include 
both mobile and desktop devices.

IMPACT
After optimizing elements roughly one month post-launch, Element Three improved virtually every 
variable that drives lead generation — cost per lead, cost per click, click-through rate, conversion 
rate, and total leads. CPL and CPC decreased by 82.9% and 74.5% respectively, while CTR and 
conversion rate increased by both 34.7% and 51.5%. 
 
Overall, the combined optimization changes have led to a 905.8% increase in leads generated per 
month from the campaign.

SOLUTION
In order to improve the campaign, Element Three began comprehensive Facebook ad testing, 
looking into elements that made mobile and desktop promotions successful. Additionally, our team 
added Carousel and static image / display ads to the campaign, and launched optimized landing 
pages with the help of CRO analysis tools.
 
By implementing small changes - such as form placement on landing pages - across the Touring 
Coach campaign, the team was able to exceed expectations for Airstream.
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